
Zerostress. 
    TLC for backs.

Make yourself at home and feel great – your ideal 
companion for relaxing, reading, watching TV.

by himolla



The measure 
  of all things: You.

Everyone is different.

Every Zerostress recliner is different too. Adjusted to your 
body size and individual expectations, every Zerostress 
recliner offers unbelievable potential for pure relaxation.

An enormous selection of models, a wide variety of func-
tions, around 100 leather types and colours and many   
different fabrics to chose from make each Zerostress re-
cliner a unique piece of furniture in which you cannot 
help but feel at home. 

Over 60 years of experience in manufacturing upholstered 
furniture guarantee not only durability and reliability, 
but also exceptional design quality. 

But one thing stays firmly at the focus: You. Because your 
total relaxation is what we aspire to.

by himolla
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Every one is different!

Our models are available in 4 different 
sizes! Select your Zerostress recliner to 
suit your own personal stature. 

One recliner. More size.      
  Relaxation does not get more     

individual than this!

Standard.
Narrow seat width with 
normal backrest height.

Medium.
Narrow seat width with 
high back.

Large.
Medium seat width 
with high backrest.

Extra Large.
Wide seat width 
with high backrest.

S M L XL

S

M

L

XL

To accommodate every conceivable body size, 2 seat heights 
were developed for the recliners and footstools. This allows 
the angle at which you stand up and your own ergonomic  
preferences to be allowed for. For the bigger seat height, a 
higher frame is used which blends seamlessly into the design, 
meaning that there are no optical drawbacks to combining 
two different seat heights. If necessary, an XL seat height can 
also be provided in both the recliners and the footstools by 
adding a supplementary height increasing ring in the original 
frame colour.

The inclined shape of the footstool creates improved ergono-
mic comfort when combining recliners and footstools. These 
provide support for the legs which is free of pressure points, 
taking any strain from the knees. The ultimate in comfort: The 
optionally available tilt adjustment for a perfect support angle 
in the lying position.

3 cm

3 cm
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Manual headrest tilt adjustment is 
possible for any position, whether 
you are sitting upright or reclining.
Available as an optional extra. 

Pr
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Special features.

There is a wide range of leather 
and fabric upholstery options to 
choose from to give your Zero-
stress recliner its own unique  
personality.

Height-adjustable headrest which 
can also be tilted individually.
Included with models: 
Palena 7144

Meanwhile, the handles on both 
sides make it easy to find your pre-
ferred position in no time. These 
handles are intended to slow the 
course of motion based on your 
size and weight without fixing the 
unit in place. Relax and enjoy the 
comfort of Zerostress! 

The flexible headrest automatically 
adjusts to your sitting position: 
Whether you are watching TV,  
relaxing or sitting upright.

The integrated dynamic lumbar 
support permits healthy, relaxed 
sitting. It adjusts automatically to a 
change of sitting or lying position.

Our “superlastic” moulded foam 
comes in two seat hardness levels 
(soft or med), to guarantee lasting 
sitting comfort.

The swing frame permits stepless 
gliding motion to any one of your 
favourite positions.

The top-quality tempered steel 
nosag sub-spring ensures high 
loading capacity and durability.

The turning ring permits 360°  
rotation in any direction.

The steel frame lends the Zero-
stress recliner an extraordinary 
degree of stability coupled with 
maximum flexibility. 

by himolla

The attractive frame made of 
beech guarantees a high level of 
stability and is available in a range 
of different stain colours. 
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Individually adjustable headrests.

Depending on how you intend to spend your relaxing time, 
a specific headrest angle can make all the difference. While 
the head needs to be supported in the right angle of vision 
when watching TV, when you sleep or just want to chill out, 
a more horizontal position is called for. 
To address these different demands, in some Zerostress mo-
dels a special function has been developed in addition to the 
automatic headrest tilt adjustment. This allows the headrest 
to be manually moved forward or back, up or down into any 
relax position. This provides optimum support for the body 
whatever your activity, guaranteeing the ultimate feel-good 
position every time.

Optimum relaxation

Recliner Palena 7144
Size S,
Upper material leather, colour bianco
Recliner S: W 77 x D 84 x H 102
   

 The right
    outlook.

by himolla
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Height-adjustable footstool.

The optionally available height-adjustable 
footstool can be used to create an even 
more perfect lying position. By turning 
180° and raising the rear section, the 
footstool height can be adjusted without 

affecting the tilt angle. This allows the 
height and angle of the footstool to be 
ideally adjusted to your lying position for 
ergonomic relaxation, resting, TV view-
ing, reading or simply relaxing. 

1 2 3 4

180°



Curved sofa 4144

One principle – many uses.

In addition to the automatic headrest, 
some sofa models also offer manual 
headrest adjustment as an optional 
extra. As
always, the
aim is to
achieve the
ultimate
individual
comfort.

Recliner 7144

Ideas for the home

Suite Palena 4144 with recliner 7144
Recliner size L,
Upper material leather, colour rosso

Curved sofa: W 210 x D 99 x H 100
Recliner L: W 82 x D 86 x H 100

by himolla
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Stepless
  reclining
      comfort.

Locking function.

To allow you to get the maximum 
comfort from your Zerostress recli-
ner, the lying position can be step-
lessly adjusted and locked precisely 
using a brake at the position which 
affords you the greatest comfort. If 
you wish to change your position, 
simply release the easy-reach brake 
from your current position, and the 
recliner will glide effortlessly 
to the next selected position.

by himolla
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High-end reclining comfort

Recliner Elbe 7347
Size L,
Upper material leather, colour  jasmin

Recliner L: W 86 x D 79 x H107  

Design-oriented frame.

The flowing, elegant curves of this 
tried and tested Zerostress frame 
give all relax chairs a timeless 
look. It gives them the impression 
of freely swinging comfort chairs, 
while at the same time offering 
maximum stability and durability 
through use of laminated beech  
           wood.

Recliner 7492



Recliner 7594

2-seater sofa 4595

3-seater sofa 4595

by himolla
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Maximum functional comfort.

All Zerostress suites are fitted with a mechanism 
which automatically extends the reclining length. 
This function lifts and pushes automatically for-
ward, creating a comfortable position for the seat 
upholstery when leaning back. Your guarantee of 
maximum reclining comfort every time.

The iFlexx health range.

The motorised adjustable cushion provides ideal 
lumbar support. Microcirculation is stimulated 
pleasantly and tension is released. Your lumbar 
spine muscles are relaxed by the gentle movements 
of the iFlexx cushion and intervertebral discs are 
actively regenerated. The selection options bet-
ween various programmes help you find what is 
right for your individual needs every time. This 
optimises comfort when reclining, gently relaxing 
the spinal column and relieving pressure on it.   

 Maximum reclining 
 comfort in leather

Suite Shannon 4595 with recliner 7594
Recliner size M,
Upper material leather, colour basalt 

3-seater: W 209 x D 93 x H 109
2-seater: W 150 x D 93 x H 109
Recliner: W 80 x D 91 x H 109



Healthy sitting.

Back trouble has become the number 1 most widespread 
ailment among the population today. Pressure on the 
vertical discs is 40 – 90% higher when sitting than when 
standing, depending on the position. A bad sitting  
posture causes stress on the vertebral column. Zerostress 
provides ergonomically moulded backrest padding for 
healthy, relaxed sitting. Maximum stress is removed from 
the vertebral column and the neck is supported – creating 
a totally new sitting experience.
The intelligently engineered lumbar support automati-
cally takes the strain off the vertebrae while the backrest 
is moving back. 

Back support combined 
         with elegance

Suite Trent 4891 with recliner 7891
Recliner size M 
upper material fabric colour red  

3-seater: W 192 x D 86 x H 108
2-seater: W 152 x D 86 x H 108
Recliner: W 81 x D 80 x H 109

Recliner 7891

2-seater sofa 4891

3-seater sofa 4891
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Additional 
height ring.

Different sizes!

The seat height comes in three different 
measurements. This degree of height flexi- 
bility allows the Zerostress recliner and 
stool to adjust ideally to your body size. 
To maintain the overall look, the sub-
frames used come in different sizes but 
with the same overall dimensioning. The 
footrest is adjusted to match the seat 
height of the recliner, and it is also possible 
to add a base ring for additional height. 
This allows recliners with footstools in 
completely different heights to be matched 
ideally for combination in the same room. 

Meticulously
          engineered
   for every size.

 
Creature comforts

Recliner Trent 7891
Size L,
Upper material leather, colour  bianco  

Recliner: W 86 x D 80 x H 109

Recliner 7492 Recliner 7490
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Extreme reclining comfort

Recliner Corrib 7798
Size L,
Upper material leather, colour jasmin  

Recliner: W 85 x D 81 x H 109

 Foam-encased   
  upholstery.

Recliner 7798 Recliner 7799 Recliner 7797

Unique reclining comfort.

Foam-encased seat and backrest frames are another high-
light offered by the versatile Zerostress model range. Their 
special features are the shell styling and the material used. 
The foam-moulded side elements offer perfect support and 
an unbeatable feeling of being embedded in pure comfort. 
As well as lending this recliner its characteristic shape,  
encasing the frame in cold foam also ensures a truly durable 
upholstered comfort experience. 
And because everyone is different, all models are offered in 
two different seat hardnesses.

by himolla
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This suite allows you to choose  
between a side element with visible 
wooden parts or upholstered in either  

leather or fabric. The ideal way to  
adjust your upholstered furniture to 
the rest of your decor.

Two sides – two choices.

Quick change artist

Suite Tanat 4797 with recliner 7797
Recliner size L,
Upper material leather, colour sienna

3-seater: W 207 x D 84 x H 107
2-seater: W 147 x D 84 x H 107
Recliner: W 85 x D 80 x H108

Sessel 7776

2-seater sofa 4797

2-seater sofa 4797

3-seater sofa 4797

Perfect styling, 
    optimum comfort.

The special feature of this foam- 
encased Zerostress recliner: 
the unique shape of the seat shell and 
unusual properties of the material 
unite to create the perfect symbiosis 
of styling and comfort.

by himolla
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Stylish design 

Recliner Hudson 7145
Size M, 
Upper material leather, colour  espresso

Recliner: W 77 x D 86 x H 106

by himolla

The perfect combination 
          of health and comfort.

The Zerostress line of upholstery always puts 
the focus on your health and well-being.  
Every model is designed to suit each person’s 
particular dimensions ideally in terms of  
ergonomics and balancing out centres of 
mass. The models that feature additional 
cushioning and a matte finish are particularly 
capable of providing extreme comfort: Their 
backrests hug your body softly while offering 
the stability your back needs – no matter 
what your position. Zerostress furniture thus 
guarantees the highest level of comfort and  
relaxation.
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Model overview

7891   4891 1-seater (l)       4891 1-seater (h)     4891 2-seater (l)  4891 2-seater (h)       4891 3-seater (l)      4891 3-seater (h)
   86 / 84 / 94

7594   4595 1-seater (l)       4595 1-seater (h)     4595 2-seater (l)  4595 2-seater (h)      4595 3-seater (l)       4595 3-seater (h)

This recliner is available with the iFlexx System.

by himolla
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7797    7798   7799            4797 2-seater (h)  4797 2-seater (h)      4797 3-seater (h)
TANAT    CORRIB  CARRON        TANAT          with wooden side element

 4144 Curved                 7144
                

All the suites depicted here are also available in a 2.5-seater 
version with low or high backrest 
(apart from suite 4797, which is only available with one backrest).

 7145 7490 7492
     HUDSON             AVON WYE
   also available as a massage model 7595

9046            9487        9899
kohle                                     noir                                   merlot

These 3 campaign models do not have manual and height adjustable headrests and are only available in one size.

High-tech massage function.

A special feature of this model is its 
capacity for integration of a massage 
function:

•	 8-roller	technology
•	 4	manual	massage	programs
 stroking, kneading, percussion, 
 rolling
•	 6	automatic	massage	programs:	
 Shiatsu, stretching, loosening, 
 revitalizing, shoulder massage, 
 stimulation
•	 Spinal	column	relaxation	in	the
 lumbar area in 2 stages with display
•	 Spot	control	of	the	massage	rollers
 at the press of a button using 
 microprocessor technology
•	 Ergonomical	backrest

 

TRENT

SHANNON

PALENA TAMAR KENNETCLYDE

recliner massage 7595
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The Zerostress wood range.

Only the very best, high-grade woods are used to make Zero-
stress sitting furniture. All the wood types used are subject to the 
most stringent quality standards. Starting with multiple drying, 
the raw material undergoes a variety of processes to prepare it for 
the production of top-quality upholstered furniture.

The quality woods used to produce Zerostress are meticulously 
hand crafted by highly skilled experts drawing on a long wood-
working tradition to create the uniquely individual note which 
characterizes this upholstered furniture range. 
The result: Exclusive items of furniture, each with its own special 
character. The perfect finishing touch is provided by a range of 
colour shades from an extensive selection of stains with a matt or 
high-gloss finish.

The Zerostress leather and fabric range.

The best raw hides from around the world are sourced and hand  
processed by experienced craftsmen to produce premium leather  
quality for the Zerostress range. The finishing processes performed 
in the tannery lend the processed leather its excellent light fastness  
properties and extreme durability. 
We supply a range of ideally coordinated care products to protect the 
leather from soiling and make cleaning convenient and simple. The 
 result: A naturally soft and supple leather quality you 
 can enjoy for many years to come.
 As well as the wide selection of different leather skins,  
 surface structures and colours, we also offer an enor- 
 mous range of textile covers to a high standard of  
 quality. All the fabrics are regularly tested in the lab 
 for abrasion resistance, rubbing fastness, light fast- 
 ness and pilling behaviour. 
 So no matter whether you prefer a subtle look, bold  
  colour, a fine or structured  
  finish – Zerostress guarantees  
  an ideal answer and an excel- 
  lent standard of quality to suit 
  every taste. 

Materials and colours

by himolla
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Philosophy.
 Upholstery for people by people.

The company.

“Quality made in Germany” is not just an empty watchword for 
himolla, but a corporate philosophy which we live and breathe. 
Our top-quality upholstered furniture is produced on an area 
of 83,000 sq.m. in our Taufkirchen location. A machine out-
fit boasting the latest CNC technology and the combined skills 
and craftsmanship of our over 1,000-strong workforce guarantee 
the high standard of himolla quality. Our products are only sold 
through reputable furniture dealers complying with the stringent 
himolla quality and service standard. himolla affords extensive 
support to its retail trade partners to ensure optimum service and 
satisfied customers everywhere.

The history.

1948: Start of industrial upholstered furniture 
 manufacture
1950 –1952:  First real series production in production 
 buildings constructed in the centre of the town
1957: The company is renamed „Himolla Polstermöbel- 
 werk GmbH“
1958:  Construction of the current himolla factory with 
 shipping hall begins with the first building phase. 
 During the course of the next ten years, the factory  
 is extended to its present scale.
1960 –1968:  The headlong rise and expansion of the company  
 call for heavy investment in buildings, a fleet of 
 trucks and new production technologies. 
Since 1972: himolla has developed to become one of Europe‘s 
 biggest upholstery manufacturers
Since 2002: Zerostress has grown since its introduction to 
 become one of the most successful himolla 
 furniture ranges

The design.

The age-old adage that “form follows function” has never been 
more true than it is today. Because at himolla, function is the 
foundation on which everything else is based. The technicians 
work to produce a highly functional design which addresses as 
closely as possible the wide range of individual furnishing aspi-
rations.
This functionality goes hand in hand with contemporary design. 
Because as well as sitting comfortably, we want to sit in style. So 
himolla upholstered furniture is versatile enough to adapt not 
only to different physical attributes but also personal furnishing 
tastes. Customers can choose from a whole range of models, 800 
fabrics and 100 leather qualities to make their own very unique 
choice, ensuring that Zerostress furniture fits in perfectly into 
their lifestyle and their home. 

The workmanship.

Choosing the right upholstery materials is decisive to ensuring 
ergonomic and comfortable sitting. This selection of top-grade 
materials, own in-house test lab and stringent controls all com-
bine to provide the assurance of outstanding quality in all himolla 
products. Our upholstered furniture complies with DIN and RAL 
quality directives as well as the test criteria of the “German Asso-
ciation Quality Furniture”.
Since as long ago as 1999, himolla has been certified to EMASII 
and DIN EN ISO14001. himolla upholstered furniture provides 
years of pleasure and enjoyment, the first 5 of which are covered 
by the himolla 5-year guarantee on the frame and non-moving 
components, on the upholstery, sub-springing and sprung interior. 
There is no himolla upholstered furniture off the peg: Every item 
is produced and delivered to order.

by himolla
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